DISTRIBUTION NETWORK SOLUTIONS
Engineering
AMT’s Engineering staff have years of operator experience. Engineering qualifies the opportunity (financial and operational
business case) by conducting technical discussions covering requirements, platforms, options, and benefits.
Once the qualification process is completed, if the customer can provide direction and technical requirements, AMT’s
dedicated Engineers, having years of experience in the role while at Motorola, Siemens, and others in cable and telco
industries, as well as access to all major vendors in the Access network vendor space (Arris/Moto/Aurora, Nokia/ALU,
Emcore), engages. Their role is to capture and convert requirements into a proposal with high level design and BOM
including pricing.
Alternatively, if after qualification, customers require further discovery and/or assessment, AMT may propose and deliver
consultative Professional Services.

Lab Services
LAB Services provide upgrade and/or custom configuration of outside plant technologies such as Amps, Nodes, Taps, LE’s,
Mini-Bridger’s & Power-supplies. With knowledge of these product lines and their various configurations we offer a fast
turnaround with a zero defects approach. This service allows peace of mind that equipment has been professionally
converted or configured by our technical staff saving you valuable time and money by getting you exactly what you want with
shorter lead times. We have the capabilities to handle different fulfillment functions as well.
The four top benefits of using AMT LAB SERVICES are:
 Equipment will be converted or configured to your site needs making it as plug and play as possible.
 Equipment will be labeled & documented for easy identification allowing for quicker installation.
 Equipment will be inspected for defect which greatly reduces impact of out of box failures.
 Equipment will be checked, validated and packaged for your shipping needs.

Professional Services
Assessment services provide physical inspection, analysis, and recommendation of network segments including dish farm,
inside plant, outside plant, and termination (drop or install), and operations. Findings are analyzed and benchmarked with
recommendations, documented, reviewed with customer, then finalized with identification of further services to mitigate
issues found.
Design and draft services provide architectural and detailed designs for segments of the network including drafting onto
maps. Walkout may be performed to confirm as-builds.
Sweep and balance services provide diagnostic verification of design parameters and to make some modifications to
electronic components to bring to proper design specification.
Retro services modify or upgrade existing plant to a new capacity and/or service level which may include staffing of
construction, sweep and balance, QC, staff certification and/or management, and logistics.
Training services develop and deliver instructional content for technical staff in performance of network operational duties
including theory and practical exercise.
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